




Using the Built Environment as a Force for Good



RealWorth Helps to Create Places 

Which…

• Provide social and environmental value

– Increasing equality

– Reducing environmental decay

• By…

– Thinking, valuing, measuring and accounting 

differently

– Putting a price on social and environmental 

change



Social & Environmental Value?



Crime & Education



Employment & The Environment



Health & Wellbeing



Where is the Sustainable Value in Development?



Creating Places to Generate 

Inclusive Growth

• ‘Inclusive growth is economic growth that creates 

opportunity for all segments of the population and 

distributes the dividends of increased prosperity, both 

in monetary and non-monetary terms, fairly across 

society’ (OECD).

• Place-based investment

• Stakeholder-informed design

• Predicted monetised benefits

• Long-term post-completion evaluation 



Today’s Language of Sustainable Change…



Societal Value – More Inclusive, 

Better for Everyone

The promoters of development could 
incorporate the wider (currently invisible) 
societal value into design and use so that 
the benefits are obvious not just for: 

– Investors / Policy-makers / Local Authorities

But also for…

– Residents and Employees

– Community Trusts and Associations

– Local Businesses



Our Approach...



Societal Valuation Techniques

▪ Social Return on Investment – for the framework 

and process used to assess the social and 

environmental impacts and benefits

▪ Cost Benefit Analysis – for the transactional costs 

to society 

▪ Ecosystem Services Analysis – for the value of 

how natural and green space affects people

▪ Wellbeing Analysis – for the welfare economy 

effects relating to how people feel about change

▪ Life Cycle Assessment – for the social and 

environmental impacts of materials on people

▪ Bespoke Valuation Methods

“Enough Precision for the Decision”



PLAN

• Research Area

• Identify 

Stakeholders

CREATE

• Develop 

Scenarios

• Predict 

Societal 

Value

ACT

• Establish 

development

• Meanwhile

• Construction

• Occupation

UNDERSTAND

• Survey

• Discuss

• Monitor

• Measure 

Societal 

Value

IMPROVE

• Modify or 

change

• Learn for 

next 

scheme

The Process

Engage

Embed



The RealWorth Approach



Download the SVUK Guide:  

http://socialvalueuk.org/resour

ce/a-guide-to-social-return-on-

investment-2012/

The Social Return on Investment Process



Evidence



More Certainty Through Talking to 

People about their Experiences

• Widely consult and actively 

listen at the outset

• Set expectation in simple measurable terms

• Continue during design and delivery phases

• Maintain quality dialogue after completion

• Feedback and report on actual results

• Take action to improve



And Through the Description of 

Precedents from Similar Interventions

• Development in comparable contexts

• Other programmes or initiatives that 

seek similar outcomes in the same area



What Does It Tell Us? …





Credibility & Support….



Credibility…

RICS Foundation Trust 

Research Prize…

Combining social and 

environmental valuation 

techniques to understand 

the monetary value of 

social and environmental 

change in the built 

environment

Read More

http://www.realworth.org/insight/rics-education-trust/


Support…

Part of an Accredited Network

Guiding Principles:

• Involve stakeholders
• Understand what changes
• Value things that matter
• Only include what is material
• Do not over-claim
• Be transparent
• Verify the results

Become an individual or organisational 

member by emailing info@socialvalueuk.org

mailto:info@socialvalueuk.org


Some Clients….




